In the cinema

Respect
17–23 September
USA | 2021 | 145' | TBC | 12A | Liesl Tommy |
Jennifer Hudson, Forest Whitaker
The remarkable true story of how the Queen of Soul Aretha Franklin found her voice.

Everybody’s Talking About Jamie
17–30 September
UK | 2021 | 115' | 12A | Jonathan Butterell |
Max Harwood, Richard E Grant
A joyous musical about a teenager from Sheffield who wants to be a drag queen.

Herself + recorded Q&A
17–23 September
Ireland | 2020 | 98' | TBC | Phyllida Lloyd |
Clare Dunne, Harriet Walter
After leaving her abusive husband Sandra struggles to find a home for her daughters, so with the support of friends she looks to build herself a new one.

Cardiff Animation Afternoons: Body
19 September
Various | 2020 | 73' | 12A | various
These shorts explore gender, sexuality, disability and our relationships with our bodies.

The Story of a Three Day Pass
19–22 September
France | 1967 | 87' | 15 | Melvin Van Peebles |
Harry Baird, Nicole Berger
A black American soldier falls for a girl on leave in Paris, with dangerous consequences.

Klute
26–29 September
USA | 1971 | 114' | T | Alan Pakula |
Jane Fonda, Donald Sutherland
A sex worker becomes the centre of a missing person investigation in this paranoid thriller.

Gagarine
24–30 September
France | 2020 | 98' | 12A | FL |
Fanny Liatard, Jérémy Trouilh, Alseni Bathily, Lyna Khoudri
Yuri fights to save his estate from demolition in this romantic urban fantasy.

Paris Calligrammes
24, 27, 29 & 30 September
Germany | 2020 | 129' | TBC | Ulrike Ottinger
A journey into the artistic, social and political life of modern Paris.

NT: Romeo and Juliet
28 September
UK | 2020 | 210' | adv15 | Simon Godwin |
Josh O’Connor, Jessie Buckley
In defiance of their feuding families, the two lovers risk everything to be together.

Josee, the Tiger and the Fish
25 September
Japan | 2020 | 99' | PG | Kôtarô Tamura |
Kaya Kiyohara, Taishi Nakagawa
Disabled Josee learns to take chances when she encounters Tsuneo.

Ride Your Wave
25 September
Japan | 2019 | 95' | PG | Masaaki Yuasa |
Ryôta Katayose, Rina Kawaei
When two young sea-lovers meet and fall in love nothing can keep them apart.

The Deer King
25 September
Japan | 2021 | 120' | TBC | Masashi Ando |
Masayuki Miyaji, Shinichii Tsutsumi, Hisui Kimura
Warrior Van and young Yuna battle a deadly virus amongst epic battles for national power.

Hello World
25 September
Japan | 2019 | 97' | TBC | Tomohiko Itô |
Takumi Kitamura, Minami Hamabe
A teenager is encouraged into romance by a future version of himself.

In Full Bloom
26 September
Japan | 2021 | 5' | no cert | Miho Takahashi
A beautiful innovative animation about a pet cat and his longing for the outside.

The Earwig and the Witch
26 September
Japan | 2020 | 83' | PG | Gorô Miyazaki |
Taylor Henderson, Richard E Grant
A girl sets out to discover some family secrets when she is adopted by witches.

Lupin III: The First
26 September
Japan | 2021 | 93' | 12A | FL |
Takashi Yamazaki |
Kan‘ichi Kurita, Suzu Hirose
A master thief and his companions race against time to uncover the secrets of a dark diary.

The Mark of Emi
26 September
Japan | 2021 | 4' | no cert | Momoka Furukawahara
A beautifully pencil-drawn short animation with a recorded discussion from the director.

On-Gaku: Our Sound
26 September
Japan | 2021 | 71' | adv12A | FL |
Ren Komai
A band impress a friend in this innovative punk comedy.

Audio Description, Soft Subtitles & Relaxed Environment available for selected films and dates. Parent & Baby screenings every Friday. For more information, please visit our website www.chapter.org.